TX 772 (14- is to be determined.
Postmultiplying both sides of (7) by A2(S ) and then using the identity A_(s)A2(s) = l,j yields the relation" 
where the matrix polynomial To begin with. we detine 
Matri.v Contimted-[i'action Expansions
vG,.l.k + i HEG,,k. I, ,], i = 2,3 ..... m" k = 0, 1,2 .... 
In (28), each intinite-term series G,,_. e(s) satisfies LG,.j.k_-H,G,,_Ik_I, i=l.
Following the above derivation, we can construct m expansion arrays as shown in Table II 
The subsequent matrix rows of the expansion array are obtained by the following recurrence formulas, 
where fij. the multiplicity of the point a,, appears in the ordered point system. Using a similar procedure to expand G3(s). Gs(s) ..... a realization block diagram (Fig. 2) for G(s) can be achieved. It is readily apparent from Fig. 2 [_0.002074 0.009571 _ Choosing the ordered expansion point system as (s,, s,, s2, s2, s3, s3) = (0, 0, 1, I, 2, 2) and using the recursive algorithms (18) and (33), we construct the expansion arrays as shown in Tables IV and V for The values of the impulse response energy (18) for transfer function elements and outputs of the original system and those of the reduced-degree MFD are listed in Table VI . The values of the integral squared-error of the impulse and the unit-step time responses for each output of the reduced models are shown in Table VII 
